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To all whom it may concern: 
Be it known that I, RALPH. W. MoRRISON, 

a citizen of the United States, residing at 
Omaha, in the county of Douglas and State 
of Nebraska, have invented certain new and useful Improvements in Phonographs, of 
which the following is a specification. 
This invention relates to an improvement 

; in phonographs, and more particularly to 
the sound conducting tube and sound re 
producer of a phonograph, and has for its 
object, broadly, to provide such a construc 
tion that at least three diaphragms may 

... be used and that sounds may be reproduced 
5 from any of the disc-records now in use. 
The invention includes a sound reproducer 
adapted to be rotated for adjustments, lon 
gitudinally of the sound conducting tube to 
dispose its apertures in register With the 

20 

25 

apertures of said tube, and to provide a . 
required weight or pressure for the several 
styli in their playing positions, and also to 
dispose each stylus, when in its playing 
position, at the same distance from the axis 
of movement of the tone-arm. . . . . . 

It is well known to those versed in the 
art that, of the various disc-records pro 
duced, the three principal ones in use are 
identified by their spiral grooves as “lateral 

30 cut”, “sapphire-ball and “diamond-point', 
also that different positions for the sound 
reproducer and diaphragms are required for 
disposing the styliin their playing positions; 
also that a greater pressure of the stylus is 

35 required in a groove known as Sapphire-ball 
than the other grooves mentioned, and that 
the stylus engaging in a diamond-point 
groove requires a lesser pressure than the 

, others above named. 
40 By use of the herein described invention, 

the sound reproducer may be rotated for 
moving it longitudinally of the sound con 
ducting tube to dispose the stylus of any 

: desired diaphragm in a playing position, 
45 
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: is a view in side elevation of the sound 

and simultaneously there with supplying the 
required pressure for the stylus in the 
groove of the disc-record, no adjustments 
being required for operation after the sound 
reproducer has been disposed in its playing 
position. . . . : 
In the accompanying drawing which 

illustrates one embodiment of the invention, 
Fig. 1 is a plan view of the device. Fig. 2 

14, 15 and 16. 

conducting tube, the sleeve for the three 
part sound reproducer being in section. 
Fig. 3 is an end view showing the arrange 
ment of the parts of the sound reproducer, 
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parts being in section. Fig. 4 is a side 
view of the sound conducting tube showing 60 
the sound reproducer mounted thereon. 
Fig. 5 is a side view of the sound conduct 
ing tube and sound reproducer. Fig. 6 is . 
a plan view, partly in section, of the sound 
conducting tube. Fig. 7 is a side view of 
the sound conducting tube. Fig. 8 is a sec 
tional view on line. 8-8 of Fig. 4. Fig. 
9 is a sectional view on line 9-9 of Fig. 4. 
Fig. 10 is a sectional view on line 10-10 of 
Fig. 4. Fig. 11 is a detail relating to Figs. 
6 and 7, being a transverse section through 
the Sound conducting tube taken in the 
endless groove thereof. 

Referring now to the drawing, numeral. 1 
indicates the conventional tone-arm of a 
phonograph, the axis of its swinging move 
ments being indicated at 2. At 3 is indi 
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cated a sound conducting tube provided at . . 
one of its ends with a weight 4, said tube 
having a pivotal mounting a between its 
ends upon the elbow b of the arm 1. The 
side wall of said tube is also provided with 

80 

apertures 5 and 6, these being disposed at 
longitudinal intervals 
the tube is also provided with an endless 

als thereof, and in non 
aligning radial planes. The side wall of 85 
peripheral groove 7, having depressions c, 
d and e formed therein at intervals. 
Numeral 8 indicates a sleeve provided 

with a three-part sound reproducer, said. 
parts being indicated at 9, 10 and 11, the 
stylus-bars for the diaphragms of these 
parts being respectively indicated at 9', 10'. 
and 11, the styli for said bars being respec 
tively indicated at 9', 10' and 11’’. The 

90 

95. 
sleeve for the Sound reproducer is also pro 
vided with a spring 12 and a partition 13, 
and in its side wall are formed apertures 
... Any suitable means may be provided for 
rigidly mounting the three-part sound re 
producer upon the sleeve 8, screws f, in the 
present instance, being shown for this pur 
8 may be cast integral with the sound repro 
ducer, and for purposes of description, the 
sleeve may be considered as a part thereof. 
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pose. However, it is obvious that the sleeve 
O5 

Numerals 17 indicate the diaphragms, 
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and numerals 18 indicate the apertures for 
the Sound reproducer, the apertures of parts 
9, 10 and 11, respectively, of the sound re 
producer being in constant communication 
with apertures 14, 15 and 16 of the sleeve 8. 
Numeral 19 indicates a plunger which is 
mounted in an aperture 20 formed in the 
sleeve S, Said plunger normally being pressed 
inwardly by the spring 12 for engaging in 
the groove 7. 

It will be understood that the sleeve to 
gether with the paits 9, 10 and 11 of the 
sound reproducer, may be moved longitudi 
nally of the sound conducting tube, the plun 
ger sliding in the groove 7, the sleeve also 
having a revoluble movement on said tube, 
simultaneously with its longitudinal move 
ment, to dispose the styli of the three-part 
sound reproducer in playing positions; also 
on account of the weight'4, when the sleeve is 
moved toward the pivot (t, the pressure of 
a stylus, upon the disc-record 21 will be less 
than when moved in an opposite direction, 
the weight 4 upon the extension (7 of the 
tube 3 being disposed at a fixed distance 
from said pivotal mountinga, these adjust 
ments being desired since the pressure re 
quired for the stylus of the part 11 of the 
sound reproducer when it engages in a sap 
phire-ball groove is greater than the others 
mentioned, and the pressure required for 
the stylus 10' of the part 10 of the sound 
reproducer, when engaging in a diamond 
cut groove is less than the others, and the 
arrangement is such that when the sleeve is 
partly rotated for moving any one of the 
three parts of the sound reproducer lon 
gitudinally to its playing position, the 
stylus of said part will have the required 
degree of pressure upon the disc-record; also 
the construction is stich that when the parts 
9, 10 and 11 of the reproducer are in playing 
positions, their styli will be equi-distant 
from the pivotal mounting 2 of the tone 
arm 1. r 

In operation, the sleeve Simay be rotated 
for disposing the part 9 of the sound re 
producer in a vertical or playing position 
as shown in Figs. 1, 3 and 5, the resiliently 
actuated plunger E9 then engaging in the 
depressione of the turbe 3, which tends to 
prevent any movement of the sleeve or 
parts carried thereby, and this is the po 
sition of the sound reproducer when disc 
Irecords are used which are provided with 
grooves known as lateral-cut, the apertures 5 
and 14 being in register, the apertures 15 
and 16 of the respective parts 10 and 11 
of the sound reproducer being in non-com 
munication with the interior of the sounct 
conducting tube, and as thus disposed a re 
quired degree of pressure is provided for 
the stylus'9' of the part 9 of the sound 
reproducer. 

Ef an operator desires to use a disc-record 
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having a groove known as Sapphire-ball cut, 
the sleeve may have a revoluble movement to 
dispose the plunger in the depression d of 
the groove 7, the part li of the Sotind re 
producer moving, as indicated by the arrow 
in Fig. 3, in a circle's arc, to a horizontal 
position, the plunger operating to maintain 
the sleeve in stationary relation with the 
Sound conducting tube 3, the apertures 6 and 
16 being in register, the apertures 14 and 15 
of the respective parts 9 and 10 of the 
sound reproducer being in non-communica 
tion with the interior of the sound condiet 
ing tube, and as thus disposed the presstire 
for the stylus 1.1' of the part 11 of the 
sound reproducer upon the disc reeord will 
be of a required degree and greater than that 
of the other styli mentioned. Also the 
stylus of the part 11, when in its playing 
position, will be disposed at a distance front 
the pivotal mounting 2 of the sound-arm 
equal to that of the stylus 9' of the part 9 
of the sound reproducer, when in its play 
ing position. : 
If it is desired to use a disc record having 

at groove known as diamond-point, the sleeve 
8 may be rotated to dispose the plunger in the 
depression e of said groove 7, the part 10 of 
the sound reproducer moving toward the 
pivotal mounting a and to a horizontal posi 
tion, the apertures 6 and 15 being then in 
register, the apertures 14 and 16 of the re 
spective parts 9 and 11 being in . non-com 
munication with the interior of the tube 3, 
and since member 10 will be disposed nearer 
to the pivotal mounting a, the pressure of its 
stylus upon the disc record will be less than 
the pressure of the other styli mentioned, 
and of a required degree. Also the stylus of 
the part 10 of the sound reproducer, when 
in its playing position, will be disposed at a 
distance from the pivotal mounting 2 equal 
to that of the styli of the parts 9 and 11 
when in their playing positions. 

It will this be seen that the sleeve 8 may 
be moved longitudinally of the sound con 
ducting tube for disposing any one of the 
three-parts of the Sound reproducer in play 
ing position, the revoluble movement for this 
purpose being in either direction, the move 
ments longitudinally of the tube for the 
parts 9, 10' and f1, respectively, being equal 
to the distanee between the depressions e to 
c, Gito d, and d to e to dispose their respec 
tive styli eqtti-distant from the pivotal 
mounting 2, when in their playing positions, 
and to provide the required pressure for 
each stylus upon its disc record. 

While, I have shown and described three 
parts 9, 10 and 11 for the sound reproducer 
with their diaphragms disposed in non 
parallelism, and prefer this construction, 
may employ a 'sound reproducer having a 
lesser or greater number of parts, and 
changes relating to minor details may be 
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conducting tube mounted on the tone arm 
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made as found to be of advantage, all with 
in the scope of the invention as claimed. . 
The sleeve 8 is provided with a rugose end 

portion h for manual use when making ad 
justments of the sound reproducer longi 
tudinally of the sound conducting tube. 
I claim: . . . . . . . 
1. In an improvement in a phonograph 

having a pivotally mounted tone arm and 
having a sound-conducting tube provided 
with apertures in its side wall and pivotally 
mounted on the tone arm, an apertured 
Sound reproducer rotatably mounted on said 
tube and provided with diaphragms and 
stylus-bars, and means coactive with the 
rotation of the sound reproducer for mov 
ing it longitudinally of the tube to dispose 
one of its stylus-bars at a predetermined dis 
tance from the pivotal mounting of the tone 
arm and to dispose one of its apertures in 
register with an aperture of said tube. 

2. An improvement in a phonograph com 
prising a pivotally mounted tone arm, a 
sound-conducting tube pivotally mounted 
upon said tone arm and having a counter 
balance beyond its pivotal mounting, said 
tube having apertures in its side wall, 
an apertured sound reproducer rotatably 
mounted upon the sound-conducting tube 
and provided with diaphragms and stylus 
bars, and means for moving said sound re 
producer longitudinally of the tube to 
modify its effective weight as compared with 
the weight of said counterbalance and to dis 
pose one of its apertures in register with 
an aperture of said tube and also to dispose 
one of the stylus-bars at a predeterhmined 
distance from the pivotal mounting of the 
tone arm, effective whenever said reproducer 
is rotated. 

3. An improvement in a phonograph, com 
prising in combination a tone arm, a sound 
and having circumferentially spaced aper 
tures therein at longitudinal intervals, a 
sound reproducer provided with a plurality 
of diaphragms disposed in non-parallelism 
and having circumferentially spaced aper 
tures therein at longitudinal intervals for 
registering with the apertures of the Sound 
conducting tube, said sound reproducer 
being movable longitudinally and rotatable 
for disposing one of its apertures in register 
with an aperture of the sound-conducting 
tube, its remaining apertures being in non 
register with the apertures of said tube. 

4. In combination, a tone arm of a phono 
graph, a sound conducting tube pivotally 
mounted on the tone arm transversely of the 
end thereof, said tube having an extension. 
projecting beyond said pivotal mounting, a 
sound reproducer upon the other end of said 
tube away from said extension and movable 
longitudinally of the tube for counterbalanc 
ing the weight of the extension. 
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5. An improvement in a phonograph, com 
prising, in combination a tone arm, a sound 
conducting tube provided with circumfer 
entially spaced apertures at longitudinal in 
tervals, said tube being pivotally mounted on 
the tone arm and having a part extending 

70 

beyond its pivotal mounting, a sound re-- 
producer provided with a plurality of 
diaphragms disposed in non-parallelism and 
having circumferentially spaced apertures 75 
formed therein at longitudinal intervals for 
registering with the apertures of the sound 
conducting tube, said sound reproducer being 
extended part and to dispose one of its aper 
'movable to counterbalance the weight of its 

80. 
tures in register with an aperture of the 
sound conducting tube with its remaining 
apertures in non-register with the apertures 
of said tube. . . . . . . . . ... 

6. In a phonograph, a tone arm, a sound 
conducting tube having apertures in its side 
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wall and pivotally mounted on the tone arm, 
and having an extension projecting beyond 
its pivotal mountling, a sound reproducer 
having a plurality of diaphragms disposed 90 
in non-parallelism and having apertures in 
its side wall communicating with said dia 
phragms, said sound reproducer being rota 
tably and longitudinally slidably mounted 
upon said tube to dispose one of its apertures 
in register with an aperture of the tube and 
to counterbalance the weight of the exten 
sion of said tube. . . 

7. In an improvement in a phonograph, a 
sound conducting tube provided with lateral 
apertures communicating with its interior 
and having an endless peripheral groove 
with depressions therein, a sound repro 
ducer on the tube having a plurality of 
diaphragms with apertures to register with 
the lateral apertures of the sound conducting 
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tube, a plunger mounted on the sound re. producer engaging in said groove and 
adapted to enter said depressions, said sound 
reprdoucer being adapted to have a revoluble 
movement for coactively causing a longi 
tudinal movement thereof along the sound 
conducting tube to cause the aperture com 
municating with the unused diaphragm to be 
disposed in non-register with the apertures 

municating with the used diaphragm to 
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15 

of said tube and cause the aperture com 
register with one of the lateral apertures of 
the sound conducting tube. . . . . . . . 

8. In combination, a tone arm; a sound 
conducting tube pivotally mounted thereon, 
said tube provided with lateral apertures 
and having an extension projecting to one 
side beyond its pivotal mounting, a sound 
reproducer provided with a plurality of 
diaphragms and having lateral apertures 
communicating with its interior and said 
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diaphragms, said sound reproducer provided 
with manually operable means extending to 
one side of said pivotal mounting in a direc- 1 130 
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tion opposite to that of said first-mentioned 
extension for imparting a revoluble move 
ment to the Sound reproducer for moving 
it longitudinally of the tube to change its 
effective weight and to cause registration of 
an aperture of the sound reproducer with 
an aperture of the Sound conducting tube. 

In testimony whereof, I have affixed my 
signature in presence of two witnesses. 

RALPH. W. MORRISON. 
Witnesses: 

HIRAM. A. STURGES, 
ARTHUR H. STURGES. 


